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Lasko Kosher Cruises Offers First Glatt
Kosher Cruise to Israel and Egypt

/ vacation at sea includes a taste oftde ancient entires sailing tde Ovfedit

I I asko Kosher Cruises, which recently merged
klS with Suite Life, a leading kosher cruise opera-

^^~~—•Aor for the past seven years, has announced
that it will be adding the first Glatt Kosher cruise to Is-
rael and Egypt to its list of 2009 sailings. This "Ancient
Empires" cruise will include 13 days aboard Celebrity
Cruises' brand new Equinox leaving from Rome, Italy
on Tuesday, August 18, 2009.

The Ancient Empires itinerary features culturally
rich ports of call including Rome and Naples, Italy;
Athens and Rhodes, Greece; Ephesus, Turkey; Alex-
andria, Egypt; and Haifa and Ashdod, Israel. Guests
will sail around the Mediterranean Sea visiting ruins,
perusing architecture and sampling the flavor of these
ancient empires.

The Israel/Egypt cruise, like all Lasko Kosher Cruises,
offers premium accommodations plus three fresh, gour-
met Glatt Kosher, Cholov Yisroel meals and snacks dai-
ly as well as three minyanim a day in a dedicated shul
on board. All are complimentary and reserved for Lasko
Kosher Cruises passengers exclusively.

Lasko brings onboard a full staff of mashgichim to
kasher a designated portion of the galley in advance of
the sailing and maintain 24-hour presence in the kitch-
en. A Lasko Kosher Cruise
representative is also onboard
every cruise to tend to guests'
personal needs.

"Our all-inclusive destina-
tions at sea are distinguished
by the quality of the ships we
use, the standards of Kashrut
we uphold, and the unique va-
cations we provide our guests,"
said Sam Lasko, a partner in
Lasko Kosher Cruises and
founder of Lasko Family Ko-
sher Tours, which has been
serving the Jewish community
for over 20 years, most notably
in Kosher for Passover hotel
programs. "We pride ourselves
on the personal attention we
provide, from the moment a
customer calls to book until

they disembark."
"What is so nice about a kosher cruise is that you en-

joy a true luxury vacation yet you don't have to com-
promise any of your religious practices," added Avrumi
Flam, a partner in Lasko Kosher Cruises and a singer
well known in the tri-state area Jewish Community.

In fact, in addition to delicious gourmet dining, Lasko
Kosher Cruises is known for its inspiring lectures from
highly respected rabbis and dynamic musical entertain-
ment. Among the other added-value features of a Lasko
Kosher Cruise are extensive tea rooms as well as per-
sonalized Jewish heritage tours. As an independent yet
integrated group of each cruise, guests are always free to
partake in all of the ship's programs and excursions.

Lasko Kosher Cruises, an affiliate of Lasko Family Ko-
sher Tours, the largest kosher tour operator in the world,
is based in South Florida. The company partners exclu-
sively with top-tier cruise lines such as Celebrity Cruises
and Costa Cruises, and embarks from different ports of
call around the world.

Lasko Kosher Cruises is now taking reservations for
all of its 2009 cruises. For more information or to re-
serve a cabin now, call 866.604-9838 or visit www.ko-
shercruises.com.


